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done on them, wood decks require a lot of work to maintain. They have to be cleaned frequently.
When paint or stain fades and chalks because of the weather, they need to be recoated.
Eventually, as sun and rain cause the wood to crack, splinter, and rot, boards will have to be
torn up and replaced. To keep a wood deck looking its best takes time and money. Building with
nonwood decking can change that. This durable and low-maintenance alternative to wood will
never split or rot and requires no paint or finish. Colors are mixed into the material, from white
to dark to faux wood grain. Textures range from smooth to rough. Some types are solid and
heavy, while others are hollow and lighter weight. And because much of this decking can be
cut, shaped, and fastened almost like wood some use simple clips , building with it is just as
easy. Prices are competitive with those for cedar or redwood, but expect to pay 15 to 20 percent
more than for pressure-treated pine. Homeowners interested in nonwood planking will find two
main types to choose from: all-plastic and composite. All-plastic lumber consists of plastic plus
additives such as ultraviolet inhibitors to provide protection against the sun and color
pigments. Composite boards are made by mixing plastic with sawdust or other natural fibers.
Both products have their pros and cons. Plastic or plastic composite lumber is a
low-maintenance and higher-priced alternative to pressure-treated wood. This deck in
Highlands, Washington, is built with composite planks and railings made from recycled plastic
and oak sawdust. Composites are by far the most popular type of nonwood decking, accounting
for 80 percent of all products sold. The reasons for this are simple. Composites look, feel, and
act more like wood. That's because they contain about 50 percent wood dust from sawmills, in
addition to recycled and virgin high-density polyethylene HDPE. The fiber content improves
plastic's stiffness, reduces its tendency to move as temperatures change, and roughens its
texture for improved skid resistance. It also makes the material easier to cut and install than
all-plastic decking. Composites do not require a finish of any kind, making them easier to
maintain than solid wood. Even so, there are some drawbacks to composite lumber. Because of
the natural fibers in the material, it absorbs water although not nearly as much as solid wood
decking , making it vulnerable to decay. It can stain and discolor from food spills or grill grease.
Plus, textures in the wood tend to hold dirt, which can be a good environment for surface mold
and mildew. As a result, composite decking needs to be cleaned periodically with a scrub brush
and an off-the-shelf deck cleaner or a detergent that contains bleach. Also, with the exception of
a few brands, most composites â€” no matter what color they start out as â€” will eventually
weather to a light gray from the sun. Composites carry year warranties: better than wood which
has none , but less than the year offers for solid plastic decking. Weatherbest is embossed with
a faux wood-grain finish. A clip hides screws. Composite decking looks and behaves more like
wood than all-plastic does because it contains about 50 percent wood dust in addition to
plastic. Most boards have solid or tongue-and-groove profiles and are screwed down just like
wood. Some have hollow cores to cut down on weight. Workers at This Old House's Timeless
Home in Atlanta, Georgia, install all-plastic deck boards onto a substructure made of recycled
plastic reinforced with fiberglass. The biggest advantage to using all-plastic decking is that it
needs virtually no maintenance. It can't absorb moisture and so isn't vulnerable to decay
because it's made entirely from recycled polyethylene or virgin PVC. To clean off dirt or spilled
food, simply hose off the boards or wash them with soap and water. Mildew can be scrubbed off
with a deck cleaner or detergent that contains bleach. Plus, plastic decking can be thinner and
lighter than wood or composite decking. The downside is that plastic lumber doesn't look much
like wood. And some products, particularly the hollow ones, make a noisy clatter when walked
on. Sunlight will fade the color of a plastic deck board and eventually cause its surface to turn
chalky. Long-term testing shows there's no loss of strength or increase in brittleness. And
except for products made of vinyl, which remain cool in the sun, all-plastic decking tends to
heat up more in bright sunshine and to stay hot longer than either wood or composites. One
concern about nonwood decking is how slippery it can be when wet. According to Richmond,
who installs plastic and composite decks, all-plastic planks seem to be a little more slippery
than regular wood, whereas composites are not. To ensure safety, manufacturers of plastic and
composite decking have started submitting products to slip-resistance tests set up by ASTM
International. So far, however, a nationwide safety standard has not been established. E-Z Deck
is made of fiberglass and polyester resins. Strips running the length of each board slide over
screws for a clean surface finish. It screws to joists through the side. Plastic spacers ensure
uniform gaps. Some of these products have thin walls and hollow profiles, making them lighter
than composites or wood but also requiring special installation hardware. Building a deck with
plastic or composite materials is very similar to using wood, with a few notable exceptions.

Plastics tend to shrink and swell lengthwise as temperatures fall and rise wood changes in
width with humidity. For that reason, manufacturers specify gaps where board ends meet, or
they provide a variety of attachment options to accommodate expansion and contraction.
Plastics and composites also lose some rigidity and can be vulnerable to sagging when
temperatures soar. This requires special joist spacing that can be as little as 12 inches,
depending on the size and thickness of the decking material. To cut composite or plastic
decking, manufacturers recommend using carbide-tipped saw blades with 18 to 24 teeth per
inch, to reduce friction and prevent the blade from gumming up. They also recommend drilling
pilot holes for the screws because some decking tends to "mushroom" as it's fastened through
the face, leaving a little ring-shaped bump around each screw head. Another strategy is to
hammer the bumps flat, or to simply use self-tapping deck screws that limit mushrooming and
eliminate the need for pilot holes. But the fastest way to eliminate mushrooming may be to use
a new screw made specifically for nonwood decking. The TrapEase screw by Master Fastener
uses a built-in secondary thread system to pull excess material down as the screw burrows in.
This Old House general contractor Tom Silva has his own method of fastening nonwood deck
boards â€” both solid and hollow â€” that achieves the same clean look. He secures each plank
with dabs of marine-grade polyurethane adhesive placed wherever the decking crosses a joist
and always sets joists 16 inches apart, even if 24 inches is allowed. He randomly nails or screws
the boards in place while the glue sets. Plus, you won't ever have to replace the boards. Cookie
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valued customers. We are extremely grateful for the support you've shown us in supporting our
business during this Covid 19 pandemic. We have been overwhelmed with orders and requests
for samples for our products. We hope you and your families are all are staying safe, as family
is the most important thing. Our family of employees are very important to us, and we have
taken measures to keep them safe as well. As such, you may experience delays in deliveries
and the processing of some sample orders in the short term, as we all deal with these issues
together. We very much appreciate your patience. Be well! When you are looking to install a
new deck, you want something maintenance-free that is also easy to install. Composite deck
tiles from NewTechWood are the answer. Our tiles are eco-friendly and offer quick installation to
transform your backyard into your new summer hang out spot. Also, the decking tiles will not
bend, warp, split, or crack so not only is it easy to install; it is virtually maintenance free. The
innovative interlocking deck tile was designed to be used by anyone from DIY beginners to
veteran builders looking for a gorgeous, easy to install deck. These composite wood patio tiles
work by snapping together to create beautiful outdoor patios. Each click-together deck tile has
a grid attached to the bottom that keeps the tile off the floor surface to allow water to drain
quickly. Typically, you should install a layer of crushed gravel or sand on the ground first and
lay the tiles on top of it. Then, you snap together the deck squares end to end. You can turn the
interlocking deck tiles anyway since they have four-way interlocking capabilities. The best way
to begin is to start snapping the outdoor deck tiles together at the end of your deck and work
your way in. When you finish, you can add different trim options depending on your style.
Overall, these interlocking patio tiles are a great alternative for anyone that wants to do a day
project by themselves rather than hire a professional for a couple of days to build an entire
deck. NewTechWoods decking squares are made to last. After you install them, you do not need
to worry about it staining, rotting, molding or needing to be replaced. With a variety of natural
colors and wood grain patterns, you can choose the style that fits the rest of your home the
best. We also offer a variety of options, so you can choose where and what type of decking
squares to install. For example, our grass deck tiles make it easy for you to create a rooftop
deck that turns into a summer paradise. Coming soon, we will have stone deck tiles to give your

outdoor decking a new twist. All our options are eco-friendly, as well, giving you the peace of
mind of knowing your decking is helping the environment. Our composite deck tiles are made
from recycled materials , such as plastic bottles and reclaimed wood fibers. At NewTechWood,
our focus is on innovation. We were thinking green before any other companies made changes,
and environmental sustainability is still one of our core values. In fact, our parent company has
been recycling plastic for more than 30 years. We also make more than just patio deck squares.
Everything we make comes from the highest quality materials to give you a deck that will last
for years to come. Contact us today to learn more about becoming a NewTechWood distributor.
If you are looking to start your deck renovations, see where we are located to purchase your
interlocking composite deck patio tiles today. Request Samples or Contact Us. A message to
our valued customers We are extremely grateful for the support you've shown us in supporting
our business during this Covid 19 pandemic. Toggle navigation. Home Why Ultrashield?
Capped Composite Deck Tiles. Four-sided interlocking base with H4 pattern. Striking color with
anti-UV additives. Stainless steel screw for zero corrosion. Click-Together Decking Tiles These
composite wood patio tiles work by snapping together to create beautiful outdoor patios.
Roman Antique Deck Tile in China A complete DIY solution for that boring concrete balcony,
terrace or patio. DIY solution is not limited to your imagination. We make it simple to let yo
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u achieve it. Sahara Sand SD. California Redwood RW. Hawaiian Charcoal CH. Canadian Maple
MP. Icelandic Smoke White SW. Irish Green SG. English Oak OK. Roman Antique AT. Caribbean
Blue SB. Peruvian Teak TK. Egyptian Stone Gray ST. Swedish Red SR. Brazilian Ipe IP.
Westminster Gray LG. Spanish Walnut WN. Japanese Cedar CE. Argentinian Silver Gray SI.
Indonesian Merbau MB. Honduran Mahogany MAH. Combination of Colors:. Icelandic Smoke
White Roman Antique. Westminster Gray. Egyptian Stone Gray. Argentinian Silver Gray.
Hawaiian Charcoal. Sahara Sand. Canadian Maple. English Oak. Peruvian Teak. California
Redwood. Spanish Walnut. Icelandic Smoke White. Caribbean Blue. Irish Green. Swedish Red.
Check out our Custom Colors! Matching Accessories. Change to the rich colors of exotic
hardwoods with just a few clicks. Standard dimension: Matching 14 color composite trim and
fascias. Home About Us Why Ultrashield? Contact Us Tel: Fax: inquiry newtechwood. All rights
reserved. Privacy Policy Blog.

